Ten Pin Staffers Chronicles
Hello Everyone!
Welcome to the Ten Pin Staffers Chronicles. We will discuss a new Ten Pin Staffers on the
team. John Janawicz and John scored 152 out of 150. John is from Kegel who has designed
patterns for tournaments around the world and even for the PBA tour. Welcome him to Ten
Pin Staffer program. Our next conference call will be on December 6 @6pm EST, 5pm Central.
Here is a summary of what happened during the last conference call: Ten Pin Staffers that
were on call were Dennis Bergendorf and Teresa Ross. First of all we talked about t he Ten
Pin Staffers exam. Both Theresa and Dennis gave it a scale of 9 on 1-10 scale. 1 being the
hardest and 10 being the easiest. Plus, the team talked about the Striking Mastermind Program. Discussing what bowlers need to know about this game, in order to succeed in a
sweeper, PBA Regional and or PBA tournament.
The ten Pin Staffer Program was able to publicize on Dennis Bergendorf bowling website
having an article written by Ten Pin Staffers founder Josh Hyde about the program. For those
of you who do not know, I have been writing a column in my newsletter about the sport of
Bowling--called Bowlology. Just recently I have finished a book titled Bowlology.
Agenda for the conference call on December 7 @ 6pm est 5pm cst : the following items
are attached in this email; The Striking Mastermind Logo, A sample of Striking Mastermind
exam, and an article about the Ten Pin Staffers. If anyone has lost the number it is 712-775-7031,
the access code is

348 109.

John Janawicz
Kegel Pattern specialist
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